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During the preparation and service of GFRP laminates, due to the influence of 
manufacturing process, it is easy to produce debonding defect. This paper ex-
pounds the basic principle and test process of infrared non-destructive testing, 
which using the Barker code modulation of the thermal wave to identify the GFRP 
laminate debonding defect. Through the establishment of infrared thermal imaging 
testing system, this paper studies its detection effect on defects with different di-
ameter, depth and diameter-to-depth ratio, processes the image sequence by using 
principal component analysis and discrete Fourier transform algorithms, and fi-
nally calculates and compares the processed signal-to-noise ratio. The results 
show that Barker code modulated thermal wave infrared detection can detect the 
debonding defects of GFRP laminates. Among them, the detection effect of 13-bit 
Barker coded modulation excitation is better, and the image processed by discrete 
Fourier transform has better recognition effect. 
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Introduction 

The GFRP has the advantages of high strength, good corrosion resistance, impact 

resistance, fatigue resistance and wave absorption performance, which is widely used in ma-

chinery, aerospace, shipbuilding, construction and energy industries. At present, GFRP lami-

nates still have the advantages of high strength, small specific gravity and corrosion resistance 

in the aerospace field of aircraft manufacturing, which were used in the radome and inlet of 

aircraft and the leading edge of the wing [1, 2]. However, due to the particularity of the struc-

ture and preparation process, it is easy to produce debonding defects in the manufacturing and 

service process of GFRP laminates [3], and the internal defect state cannot be judged by na-

ked eyes. Therefore, it is necessary to detect GFRP laminates. 
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As an emerging non-destructive testing technology, infrared thermal imaging NDT 

technology Including incentives, data collection and data processing system, which had been 

widely applied in the detection of defects such as debonding, crack, rust, fatigue and damage 

in metal, non-metal and composite materials [4, 5]. Compared with traditional non-destructive 

testing techniques such as ray, ultrasonic, magnetic powder, penetration and eddy current, it 

has many advantages such as non-contact, large single test area, high efficiency, safety, intui-

tive test results and simple operation [6, 7]. 

Both linear frequency modulation thermal wave imaging and two-phase coded 

thermal wave imaging belong to coded infrared thermal imaging. The latter refers to the 

thermal wave modulated by two-phase code as a thermal excitation source [8], among which 

barker code [9-11] is the most important two-phase coding in radar system. Barker code, a 

very ideal pulse compression coding, is a group of binary sequence coding group with specif-

ic permutation and non-periodicity proposed by R. H. Barker in 1953, which is applied to the 

infrared thermal wave non-destructive testing technology to modulate the excitation signal of 

the tested sample. The excitation source encoded by Barker code can concentrate energy, 

improve the detection ability of surface and subsurface defects and improve the image sig-

nal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

Thermal waves with Barker coded excitation detection principle 

The Barker code is a set of specific binary sequences, which can make the ratio of 

the peak value of the pulse compression signal to the maximum sidelobe N:1, where N is the 

length of the code, it has the characteristics of small side lobe amplitude and large main and 

side lobe ratio, and has ideal autocorrelation characteristics. At present, there are only seven 

different lengths and nine categories of Known Barker codes, which code lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, 

7, 11, and 13 bits, respectively. There are two groups of codes when N = 2 and N = 4, and 

Barker codes of odd length with N > 13 do not exist [12]. The main peak of Barker code au-

tocorrelation function is equal to the code length, and the side lobe value of autocorrelation 

sequence always jumps between 0, 1, and –1, which is a very ideal pulse compression coding. 

The complex expressions of general phase coded signals can be written: 
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Then the complex envelope of its signal is given: 
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where f0 is the carrier frequency, j(t) – the phase modulation function, for two-phase coded 

signals, and j(t) may be 0 or π. 

Its aperiodic autocorrelation function is defined: 
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The principle of Barker code modulated thermal wave non-destructive testing can be 

summarized: thermal wave that halogen lamp signal is coded modulation generate tempera-

ture field on the surface of the object to be measured, then temperature difference will occur 

between defect and non-defect areas. Infrared thermal imager is used to collect temperature 

signals on the surface of the specimen in excitation process, and the signals are transmitted to 

the computer. 
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Barker coded modulation infrared thermal imaging test system 

Test equipment 

The experimental system is mainly composed of excitation system, acquisition sys-

tem and image sequence processing. The infrared thermal imager model is FLIR655SC, pixel 

resolution is 640 × 480, thermal sensitivity is 0.03 ℃, peak power of a single halogen lamp is 

1000 W, and data acquisition card model is Ni-USB6259BNC. 

Sample preparation 

The GFRP laminates with the size of 160 mm × 140 mm × 5 mm were prepared. 

Blind holes were drilled to simulate debonding defects of different diameters and depths. 

Single-layer laying was adopted for the specimens, and the influence of layering method on 

the experiment was ignored. Table 1 shows the defect sizes of GFRP laminates. 

Experimental parameters 

The 13-bit Barker code was used to modulate the pulse compression thermal wave, 

and the halogen lamp power was set to 1000 W and scanning period to 30 seconds to apply 

thermal excitation to the specimen. Set the sampling frequency of infrared thermal imager to 

20 Hz and acquisition time to 30 seconds for image sequence collection. 

Test results and analysis 

Barker code modulated thermal wave excitation was applied to the specimen, and 

the original heat maps at different times were shown in fig. 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As shown in fig. 1, through applying Barker code modulated thermal excitation to 

the specimen, the defects in the specimen surface began to stand out at 5 seconds after the 

sub-pulse compression thermal wave excitation of the first group. After the second group of 

Table 1. Debonding defect sizes of sample 

 1 2 3 4 5 

1 
DA = 2 DA = 2 DA = 2 DA = 2 DA = 2 

DL = 2.5 DL = 3 DL = 3.5 DL = 4 DL = 4.5 

2 
DA = 4 DA = 4 DA = 4 DA = 4 DA = 4 

DL = 2.5 DL = 3 DL = 3.5 DL = 4 DL = 4.5 

3 
DA = 6 DA = 6 DA = 6 DA = 6 DA = 6 

DL = 2.5 DL = 3 DL = 3.5 DL = 4 DL = 4.5 

4 
DA = 8 DA = 8 DA = 8 DA = 8 DA = 8 

DL = 2.5 DL = 3 DL = 3.5 DL = 4 DL = 4.5 

5 
DA = 10 DA = 10 DA = 10 DA = 10 DA = 10 

DL = 2.5 DL = 3 DL = 3.5 DL = 4 DL = 4.5 

Note: DA is the defect diameter [mm] and DL is the defect depth [mm] 

Figure 1. Original heat maps at different times 
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short pulse compression thermal wave excitation 9 seconds, the shape and size of the defect 

are more obvious, but the transverse noise has a great influence. At the end of the modulation 

thermal wave excitation 15 seconds, the defect characteristics are clear and obvious compared 

with the previous moments. At 20 seconds, the overall temperature of the specimen surface 

began to decrease, and after the thermal equilibrium stage, the defects in the specimen were 

basically all revealed. In general, Barker code modulation thermal wave can realize the detec-

tion of debonding defects. 

Theinfluence of defect geometry characteristics on 

surface temperature difference 

As shown in fig. 2, the variation trend of surface temperature difference curve is ba-

sically consistent with that of barker code modulated heat flow. Figure 2(a) shows that at the 

same defect depth, the larger the debonding diameter is, the more heat accumulated at the 

defect, and the larger the surface temperature difference is, then the easier the defect is to be 

detected. According to fig. 2(b), when the defect diameter is same, the deeper of debonding 

defect depth is, the greater of surface temperature difference is, and then the defect is easy to 

be identified. Figure 2(c) shows that different diameter-to-depth ratios also have a certain influ-

ence on the surface temperature difference. The larger of diameter-to-depth ratio is, the larger 

surface temperature difference is, and then the easier of existing defect is to be detected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image sequence processing 

In the process of image acquisition, it will inevitably be affected by many factors, 

such as uneven heating, inconsistent material surface emissivity, ambient noise and perfor-

mance of infrared thermal imager, so that the uneven surface temperature distribution in the 

image, large surface noise, and great influence on the detection effect. Image sequence pro-

cessing to further dealt with recorded by infrared thermal imager to collect the component 

surface temperature field, and the processed results for display in the form of image, improve 

the SNR of infrared image, increase the defect contrast, thereby increasing the degree of visi-

bility of defects, the detection of defects and defect geometric feature recognition. 

Principal component analysis (PCA) 

Principal component analysis (PCA) [13] is a method of dimensionality reduction of 

data in mathematics. Firstly, a set of arbitrary orthogonal basis spaces with p principal eigen-

vectors identical to the principal molecular weight space are determined, and then the corre-

sponding principal components were obtained after processing. The basic principle is as fol-

Figure 2. Influence of geometric features on surface temperature difference; (a) different diameters, 

(b) different depths, and (c) different diameter-to-depth ratio  
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lows: N-dimensional observable random vector is set for sample evaluation. Based on stand-

ardized data processing, the general model of principal component analysis is: 
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where Z1, Z2,…, Zn are the first principal component, the second principal component…, the n
th
 

principal component, X1, X2,…, Xn are the common factor. 

If the eigenvalue of the correlation coefficient matrix of X be l, then the cumulative 

contribution rate k of the principal component can be expressed: 
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Therefore, the greater the cumulative contribution rate is, the less information is lost. 

It is generally believed that when the sum of the variances of n principal components accounts 

for more than 85% of the total variance, the vast majority of information of the original factor 

x is basically retained. 

Discrete Fourier transform 

Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [14] analyzed the signal from the perspective of 

frequency domain. The signal was converted from the original time domain to the frequency 

domain, and its application in the image meant that the signal corresponding to each pixel 

point was changed. This implies that: 
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where T(k) is the temperature value at pixel (x,y) in the infrared heat map of frame k, Rn, In are 

respectively the real and imaginary parts of the transformed complex number, and n is the serial 

number of discrete frequency. 

Then, the amplitude and phase values at frequency N are respectively: 
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Algorithm evaluation 

In order to compare the effects of different image processing algorithms and param-

eters, it is necessary to unify the evaluation criteria of image processing: 
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where c is the normalized processing value, c0 – the Raw data, cmax – the maximum of c0, and 

cmin – the minimum of c0. 

In order to meet the comparability of detection, a square feature set domain was de-

fined in the central position of the defect, and also defined another one in the defect-free region. 

All pixel feature values in the region were analyzed and their SNR was calculated, fig. 3. The 

larger the SNR is, the smaller the noise effect is, and then the better the defect detection effect 

is: 

–
 

T t
SNR


    (10) 

where T is the mean value of eigenvalue in 

defect area, t  – the mean value of eigenvalue in 

defect free area, and s – the standard deviation of 

eigenvalue in defect free area. 

The GFRP specimens were tested and 

studied according to the test parameters. The 

obtained test data were processed by principal 

component analysis and Fourier transform 

method, and the image with the maximum SNR 

was selected as the effect diagram after normal-

ization, as shown in the figs. 4 an 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As shown in fig. 4 and 5, the different effect image obtained after the same group of 

test data is processed by different image algorithms. Normalized processing and SNR param-

eters are used to evaluate the processing effect of principal component analysis (PCA) and 

discrete Fourier transform (DFT) methods on experimental data. 

The research shows that: the original image after DFT method and treatment effect 

is good, defect characteristics and clarity is better also, the contrast between defect area and 

Figure 3. The SNR reference area 

Figure 4. Processing diagram of PCA; (a) PC1 in 2-D, (b) PC1 in 3-D, (c) PC2 in 2-D, and (d) PC2 in 3-D  

Figure 5. Processing diagram of DFT; (a) 2-D amplitude, (b) 3-D amplitude, (c) 2-D phase diagram, and 
(d) 3-D phase digram 
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non-defect area difference is large. But the noise is reduced and the overall temperature field 

is evenly distributed after the image processed by PCA. It can be seen from the 2-D diagram 

that the image display of the processed defects is clearer and the geometric features of the 

defects are more obvious. From the three di-

mensional image, the larger the defect diameter 

and the deeper the defect depth, the more obvi-

ous the characteristics of debonding defect are. 

The SNR of the images processed by both 

PCA and DFT was calculated, the SNR result 

under different diameters was shown in fig. 6. 

It can be seen from fig. 6 that these 

two image sequence processing algorithms 

suppress noise to varying degrees, realize fur-

ther image processing and facilitate defect de-

tection and recognition. According to the cal-

culation results of SNR, the image processed by 

DFT has higher SNR and better image quality. 
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Conclusion 

In order to detect the debonding defects in GFRP laminates, this paper proposes a 

Barker coded modulation excitation. By building a Barker code modulation heat source excita-

tion system and using infrared thermal imager for acquisition, the original heat map sequence is 

finally acquired. Aiming at the problem of noise interference in original image, Both PCA and 

DFT were used to suppress noise in processing the original heat map sequence. it can be seen 

that the image processed by DFT has a higher SNR by calculating the SNR result, which can 

effectively extract the surface defect information of GFRP specimen test image. 

Nomenclature 

T  – value of eigenvalue, [°C] 
t  – value of eigenvalue, [°C] 
 

Greek symbol 

s – standard deviation of eigenvalue, [–]
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